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ABSTRACT
Copyright provides a right for the protection of literary works in India today throughout this
topic I'd wish to explain whether or not pc-related work with relation to machines is usually
protected or not? underneath sec 2(o) of Indian Copyright act literary works embody computer
works created by people currently due to the advancement of technology and tech-savvy AI
came into existence The introduction or coming back into being of AI and its development has
fashioned challenges at intervals the globe of holding law; particularly copyright law. it's
currently nearly like things once computers were introduced and at that time what was seen that
whether or not the work that was created or generated by computer was protected underneath the
wide amid of copyright law or not? therefore during this paper, I'd wish to explain whether the
laws AIded in copyright law ought to be amended to include works created or generated by
machines or AI machines be protected underneath copyright law
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INTRODUCTION
Artificial intelligent systems have an adult at amazing speed from being examined in a laboratory
to sensible usage. In today’s time; AI machines have come back thus far that now they're
designed in such the simplest way to provide helpful work on its own. in keeping with John
McCarthy, the winner of the Turing Prize in 1971 outlined artificial intelligence (AI) as “Making
a machine behaves in ways in which would be referred to as intelligent if a human were thus
behaving”. it's solely recently that AI technology has undergone speedy progress and has become
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one among the most well-liked trends of the current world. a number of its options are provided
below first is that the creative thinking it doesn’t copy from sources that are accessible however
they produce work that's original and new. Its learning capability is incredibly high as a result of
it continues to method knowledge owing to the utilization of feedbacks it gets and keeps on
rising the results with the assistance of this feedbacks. The most reason behind AI on our day to
day lives is intensively being deliberated upon in virtually every corner of the world. It’s
garnered a lot of required attention not solely from the business and academe however
additionally from the policy manufacturers and judiciary. Currently, a matter arises whether or
not the machine be an author or an inventor? Ought to AI-generated inventions be considered
state of art? Who is that the owner of AI-generated works or inventions? Who should be
controlled to blame for the creations and innovations generated by AI, if they move into
different’ rights or violate other legal provisions? This text proposes to deal with such problems
and endeavors to produce suggestions thus on correct the law with the current developments.
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE AND COPYRIGHT
Traditional copyright law doesn't acknowledge AI-generated works. It solely protects the initial
creations of a personality's being. In a very notable monkey-selfie copyright dispute, U.S.
copyright workplace processed that to fall at intervals the protecting defend of copyright law a
piece should be created by a human being. 1 This call gave rise to challenges for the copyright
ability of AI-generated works.
However, in the UK the law is very totally different. In the UK copyright act, there's a provision
that stipulates that if a piece is computer-generated then the author is taken to be the one who
expedited the work to be created. On similar terms, we are able to assume that the author of AI
generated work would be one who created. 2 This call gave rise to challenges for the copyright
ability of ai-generated works.
However, in the UK the law is very totally different. In the UK copyright act, there's a provision
that stipulates that if a piece is computer-generated then the author is taken to be the one who
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Naruto v Slater (PETA) 15-cv-4324.
Copyright Designs and Patents Act 1988 (CDPA 1988) s 9(3)
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expedited the work to be created. On similar terms, we are able to assume that the author of ai
generated work would be one created;”3
The complexness arises wherever AI becomes a lot of advanced and totally autonomous and
once it's the freedom to form its own selections, it should become even a lot of difficult to
mention with certainty by whom the arrangement necessary for the creation of labor undertaken.
As per the current state of affairs solely the human-authors of artistic works might relish
copyright protection. However, some students have advocated the thought of granting copyright
to non-human authors. They argue that the realm of word “authorship” ought to be widened to
include each human and non-human author.4 The authorship of a piece created by AI remains
contentious. it's probably to mention that to starting motor any AI primarily based work human
intervention is important however to see the author/owner in a very state of affairs wherever AI
plays a number one role in finishing the work remains beneath clouds
PROBLEMS IN APPLYING THE TRADITIONAL APPROACH (AUTHORSHIP)
There return loads of obstacles in applying ancient copyright frameworks to works that are
created by artificially intelligent machines.
MACHINE AS AUTHOR
There is this chance or proposal that we tend to offer authorship to the artificial intelligence
machine or software. By giving allocation or authorship rights to the machine itself we'll align
with the court’s approach of the award the one who is chargeable for the creation of the
copyrightable work. Because the machine is chargeable for the top product there comes a touch
problem that software systems and machines don't seem to be a legal entity. It’s logical to grant
authorship rights to the machine itself however the courts won't grant associate degree entity the
authorship rights that don't seem to be even a legal person or entity.
If we flip machines into authors then the sole profit that comes out of it's that it is primarily
based upon the terrible core plan of intellectual property rights that the creator is that the author
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Copyright Act 1957 s 2(d) (iv).
Ryan Abbott, ‘I Think, Therefore I Invent: Creative Computers and the Future of Patent Law’ (2016) 57 B.C. L.
REV. 1079; Colin R. Davis, ‘An Evolutionary Step in Intellectual Property Rights— Artificial Intelligence and
Intellectual Property’ (2011) 27 COMPUTER L. & SECURITY REV. 601.
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itself. This can even be helpful as a result of then the complex legal solutions to assign the
authorship to the persons who haven't contributed to the artistic method are resolved.
It is additionally doable to assign authorship rights to the artificial intelligence system within the
circumstances expressed below: –
• That computing machine creates works that are random or can’t be anticipated.
• The algorithm on that the artificial intelligence machine works ought to be innocent of any
human intervention to make sure it acts severely.
• The artificial intelligence machine on its own to determine once to form the work.
Machines are allotted authorship rights only they act like humans and therefore the characteristic
of consciousness develops into them. The machine ought to be capable of deciding once and the
way the work is to be created solely then they're going to act autonomously. The EU Union
commission is making an attempt to amend laws to supply rights to machines or robots.
Currently, the core plan behind intellectual property rights is to supply the motivation to the
authors however within the case of machines being author, they are doing not would like an
incentive to form works. If we offer authorship to the machines then the opposite people that are
concerned within the artistic method reminiscent of engineer and end-user are empty their rights
and that they have additionally invested with their time, cash, and labor within the artistic
method further. During this case, an answer is there that we tend to shall give joint authorship to
the engineer and therefore the algorithmic rule. However the matter here arises that each the
author’s work is to be distinguishable but in a very complicated mechanism reminiscent of
machine learning, it's next to not possible to see what was the author’s contribution within the
creation of the work. thus this answer of providing joint authorship is also not applicable as a
result of it's terribly troublesome to see UN agency contributed what quantity in a very
complicated mechanism concerned within the works created by the artificial intelligence
machines.
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PROGRAMMER AS AUTHOR
The programmer is that the one who has poured out his heart and soul. they're those who
perceive the rule and also are terribly on the brink of the artistic method and are the most
important contributor within the creative process itself. They will also explain the rule better than
anyone else because primarily, it's their product that's the rule. they need to be invested with their
labor and time into creating such a rule that they ought to be rewarded for it by giving them the
authorship rights to the works created by the artificial intelligence machine. While not a
programmer into the equation and its power, the ultimate product would haven't been created
possible at all.
By giving authorship rights to the programmer the core plan of the holding rights gets
highlighted that is that it'll provide incentives to them to additional improve the artificial
intelligence machine and additionally will increase the number of computing works. The proof of
such argument can be seen in cases such as Nova Productions Ltd v Mazooma Games Ltd.,5 in
this case, the parties were electronic pool game creators. Here the court that is the UK Royal
Court gave the authorship rights to the programmer as he was the creator of the infringed
element of the video game. Another example of a similar case like that can be of the Atari Inc. v.
North American Philips Consumer Elec. Corp.,6 during this case, additionally the authorship was
given to the programmer who was the creator of in-game images and shows that were
controversial. If the copyright is provided or granted to the programmer of the rule then it'd be an
injustice to the program or the machine itself because the machine on its own created the work
and not the programmer. The machine acted autonomously and not the programmer directly
contributed to the creating of the work potential. Also, the programmers are rewarded doubly if
we provide authorship rights to the artificial intelligence created work i.e., one for the creation of
computing machines and different for the outputs that pop out of the artificial intelligence
machine.
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USER AS AUTHOR
The user ought to be the one WHO should get the authorship rights as a result of he's the one
who uses the artificial intelligence machine as a tool to specific his creative side. it's based
mostly upon the actual fact that the tool would haven't existed if it wasn’t for the user within the
initial place. However, this position would be tough to anticipate once the user’s contribution is
to one bit of a button. If we have a tendency to provide authorship rights to the user or the enduser of the program then that may diminish any incentives for the programmers to form or
improve the artificial intelligence machine. This position can't be defended as a result of it'll be
seen as free-riding on the efforts and labor of the programmer that is unfair in my opinion. it'll
have a negative impact on the programmer's talent as they'll not get any incentives to create new
works and so innovation will get set out from the planet of artificial development and the
artificial intelligence won't grow so much or will not develop because it ought to are.
In my opinion, as a law student, it ought to lean in the public domain in order that every person
should be benefitted out of it. it'll solve the matter of authorship as a result of then the user of the
program that's the one who has concerned the open license of the program will use his power and
develop or build amendment to the open-sourced program and this manner the user and therefore
a programmer are an equivalent person and this can ultimately solve the problem of the
authorship additionally. Work generated by the artificial intelligence machine ought to be openly
licensed.
POSSIBLE SOLUTION
The most plausible or effective solution for all of this can be that the work generated by the
artificial intelligence machine ought to be provided to the general public domain. This solution is
practical and has terribly minor drawbacks or few drawbacks. this suggests that the author is that
the machine itself here. it's code that's not a legal entity so no rights are underprivileged off of it
because there were no rights at all to start with. Also, the programmer will get his code
proprietary and since of that it'll receive adequate protection and can even be salaried for. Well,
the end-user was empty copyrighting the work generated by the artificial intelligence machine
still he can do modification thereto and may produce a piece of his own and in that derivative
work, he will get copyright in it. By providing the works generated by the artificial intelligence
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machine into the public domain the public is benefitted because of the access to artistic work
while not compromising or providing injustice to the content producers.
If this sort of framework is adopted then the infringers or the alleged infringers ought to prove
with proof that the work was authored by the artificial intelligence machine and the protection of
copyright that has been provided thereto isn't valid at all. In this case, this public domain
framework can have a problem of enforcing false copyrights.
CONCLUSION
The speedy rise in improvement and dependency on machines has resulted in a multiplied
number of Artificial Intelligence generated works. The outdated nature of the present-day Indian
Copyright Act, however, fails to mirror such a social change, ensuing in the launch of a massive
variety of Artificial Intelligence generated works into the public domain. This is now not
advisable to the programmers and proprietors of Artificial Intelligence units and limits their
readiness to make investments in the similar improvement of Artificial Intelligence. This lacuna
in copyright regulation has ways reaching consequences and may also end result in a decreased
range of precious new works reachable to the world, and a considerable extent in the
technological and creative development of contemporary society. The want for a complete
answer to this tremendous trouble is required. The answer ought to make sure the smooth
development of Artificial Intelligence and impenetrable its function as a driver of creativity and
innovation

